2004 dodge durango 5.7 hemi firing order

The Dodge 5. The 5. However, no engine is perfect and this applies to the HEMI, too. In this post,
we discuss a few common failures on the Chrysler 5. As noted above â€” the Chrysler 5. In our
opinion, that goes to show the great success of the engine. Writing about common engine
problems can paint a dreary picture. In , the 5. The revised engine is known as the 5. A few
notable updates to the 5. Variable Camshaft Timing is Chryslers terminology for variable valve
timing. Intake manifolds receive an update, too. However, the 5. This allows the engine to shut
down 4-cylinders in certain situations to improve fuel economy and emissions. These were
solid updates, overall. However, as with any new technology there are always kinks that must
be worked out over time. A few of the updates may make certain problems more likely on the 5.
A few more general notes prior to discussing each of these common faults in-depth. Simply
because we refer to these problems as common does not mean every 5. Earlier HEMI engines
are getting old and a lot of problems become fair game on old, high mileage engines. Spoiler
â€” this can sometimes tie into the other common problems. Ticking on the HEMI is an
interesting discussion for a few reasons. However, engine ticks have led to other 5. What are
the potential common causes of 5. Faulty lifters and seized lifter rollers are our primary focus
here. It does make sense. Ultimately, the problem likely boils down to inadequate oil flow to the
lifter rollers which results in seizure. The lifter then contacts the camshaft lobes which results in
the ticking sounds. The metal on metal contact then results in shavings in the oil. If caught soon
enough the oil filter should catch most shavings and prevent further damage. However, if left for
too long serious engine damage could occur. The parts and labor alone of that job can cost
nearly as much as a remanufactured engine. However, the scope of issues is likely been blown
out of proportion as the internet tends to do with any major engine faults. Unfortunately, lifter
roller problems on the 5. Many simply experience the ticking sounds and no other symptoms.
However, you may notice misfires or get a check engine light if the problems are severe enough
or left alone for too long. However, sometimes the problem pops up under the 60, mile
powertrain warranty. For more information on the lifter roller issues the below video is a great
resource:. If we were to name the number one common problem on the 5. Some report running
into this problem multiple times. The first to give is often the rear passenger side manifold bolt.
Many suspect this is the hottest part of the engine and manifold, which is why the rear bolts
give out first. The idea is that the manifold actually warps towards the rear thereby causing the
bolt failures. Although, one interesting talking point leads us back to the engine tick. The cause
of some HEMI ticks may actually be due to broken manifold mounting bolts. Of course, the
ticking we discussed above is different in terms of the failure point. However, if your Chrysler 5.
All good news. The primary symptom of broken exhaust manifold bolts is the ticking noise.
Broken manifold bolts on the HEMI create an exhaust leak. A lot seem to fail even under the
warranty period, so initial failures should be fixed by the dealership at no cost. Otherwise, you
may be on your own for the repair. However, depending on the specific failure of the bolt it may
require some effort and ingenuity to remove the failed bolt. Some opt for aftermarket exhaust
manifold to prevent the warping. Ultimately, if the manifold itself is warped then it will continue
to cause premature failures of replacement bolts. When cruising the 5. The power from the large
5. Sounds good to us. The MDS on the 5. Even better for those not interested. The technology is
still relatively new so only time will tell. There is speculation that lifter roller failures can be
partially attributed to the multi-displacement system. Heat is generated by the combustion
process but if certain cylinders are shut down they run cooler. Constantly changing
temperatures can be bad for metal. Concerns over longevity make sense in this aspect.
However, there are engineering concepts that do suggest MDS could have negative impacts on
longevity. Spark plugs can foul quickly when too cold. Lubrication may not be sufficient when
cylinders are too cold. Usually misfires can be caused by other faults, like lifter roller failures.
Nonetheless, standard maintenance items can cause misfires, too. Our big focus here are the 5.
It uses 16 spark plugs. It leaves a lot of room for misfires to start due to old, worn spark plugs.
Again, there are a ton of other things that can cause misfires. Ignition coils, faulty injectors,
internal issues like lifter rollers, etc. However, spark plugs are a basic maintenance item that
can easily be over-looked. Please not a misfire. What did I break this time? All it takes is one
spark plug that wears too quickly or fails to throw a misfire code. Spark plug failures are rare,
but they should be changed every 30, to 40, miles on the 5. How reliable is the 5. Overall, the 5.
All engines have problems and this is even more true when you look at high performance
engines. Camshaft issues are the most concerning on the list, but likely a problem that is blown
out of proportion. All that said, HEMI reliability comes down to several aspects. Maintenance is
one of the aspects we can actively control. Keep up with basic maintenance items on the 5.
Otherwise, some of it simply comes down to the luck of the draw. There are plenty of other
factors like how hard you push the engine, conditions the engine operates in, etc. Again, the
Chrysler 5. Problems can and will occur at some point in the engines life. Not to be too

repetitive, but the HEMI 5. The pushrod design is well proven and has been around for about a
century. Also, the 5. Something is right if Chrysler, Dodge, and Jeep are using this engine for
that long. The most significant being engine tick that may indicate lifter or lifter roller failure on
the HEMI. Otherwise, look out for frequent exhaust manifold bolt problems on the HEMI engine.
Finally, 16 spark plugs leaves a lot of room for misfire problems due to old, worn plugs.
Speaking of maintenance â€” do what you can to keep your 5. Chances are, well maintained
Chrysler 5. Problems will occur along the road to old age and high mileage. However, no engine
is exempt from this general concept. Overall, the HEMI 5. Or are you in the market for one? Drop
a comment and let us know. Check out our 6. Is this due to cheaper materials being used now?
It is above the oil filter where the oil passages are. Dodge 5. HEMI 5. Faulty lifters Seized lifter
roller Exhaust manifold bolt failure Faulty lifters and seized lifter rollers are our primary focus
here. For more information on the lifter roller issues the below video is a great resource: 2 5.
Comments i have a Ram Laramie with 93, miles and a rust hole in in the block. Leave a Reply
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US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
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Make a VIN Search. Moderator: scottm. Privacy Terms. Quick links. Hemis, traditionally, are high
in Volumetric Efficiency but not great with Combustion Efficiency. I thought maybe if BOTH
plugs fired at the same time, it may help low-end torque and perhaps mileage. Ron Miller
Calgary. Supposedly you get more power and the additional spark burns all the fuel making the
waste spark system unnecessary, but alot of people are worried about damaging the top of the
pistons. Plus you have to switch it back if you go to a dealership. How do they fire? How does
the system actually work? To perform this modification, are you simply connecting the coil to
itself via the spark plug wire? Personally, I would rather have the plugs BOTH fire in the same
cylinder if that what it takes so the gas money I spend goes into power production. The old s
offered a dual plug head for a reason. So if we can help them out we should!! Therefore, to fire
the two plugs on cylinder No. Since the plugs firing in cylinder No. People that have swtiched
the wires says it definatly makes a difference. I think this part of the Hemi is still alittle bit of a
mystery. Basically your just getting a better spark. Everyone knows that a MSD Ignition only
provides benefits due to it's more powerful, hotter spark. I've never heard of any problems with
piston damage and the conversion is proven to make more power. I had a friend who used to
own a bike shop and did this conversion to several engines. He would break the motor
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s in on a test stand running on just one plug per cylinder. After the break-in he would hook up
the second plug setup, and he said he always had to reset the idle, as it would go up several
RPM's. I'm not scared. Looks awesome. I just have no clue what I'm looking at with the wiring.
Coil fires both plugs on compression stroke and no plugs are fired during exhaust waste stroke.
Besides a little extra heat during the compression stroke what more could happen?? This mod

sounds like controversy over the intake mod I did on my 98 mustang. Guys started using the 99
mustang intakes on the stangs. The ports were not the same and everyone said it would never
work and ruin the engine, Well after 5K miles and 20 rwhp proven on the dyno, my intake switch
was a sucess. I imagine this mod will prove to work safely, maybe not a huge HP mod but it
sounds like it could help. Just my 2 cents. Here is a dyno from about two weeks ago where
someone tested this mod. No gains. Board index All times are UTC.

